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X-ray laser gain from Bragg reflection coupling in channeled relativistic beam 
systems 

M. Strauss 
Physics Department, Nuclear Research Center-Negev, J~ 0. Box 9001, Beer-Sheva, lvrael 

P. AmendtaJ and N. Rostokei 
Physics Department, University of California. Jruine, California 92717 

A. Ren 
Physics Departmen t. Technion, Haifa, Israel 

(Received 5 October 1987; accepted for publication 4 January 1988) 

The application of distributed feedback by Bragg reflections in electron beam channeling x-ray 
lasers is investigated. Expressions for low threshold gain are derived for this cavity mirror 
structure in single crystals and are shown to have possible app1icat!on in reducing beam high 
current requirements by many orders of magnitude. 

Relativistic electrons propagating through axial and 
planar crystal channeis may populate bound transverse en
ergy eigenstates. 1 

·J Spontaneous transitions between these 
states have been shown experimentally to yield narrow 
width, strongly forward-peaked, tunable x-ray radiation in 
excess of atomic bremsstrahlung radiation by an order of 
magnitude."-·5 The possibility of using the channeling mech
anism as a coherent x-ray source depends on future progress 
in three areas: ( l} achieving significant population inver
sion, ( 2) increasing the coherence length for channeling par
ticles, and ( 3) creating sufficient gain from induced emis
sion. This letter addresses the third issue relating to the 
identification of an efficient mechanism for gain optimiz
ation in crystal channeling. Recent estimates suggest that 
even modest gains for short coherence iength systems ( l 0 µ.) 
may require currents of the order of MA/ cm2 range for ener
gies near 10 MeVt>-8

; this requirement is in the limit of pres
ent capabilities of high current technology. Our aim here is 
to suggest a scheme to reduce the necessary currents by 
many orders of magnitude, thereby bringing one aspect of 
the channeling x-ray laser closer to expe1imental reach. 

The concept of a disrributed feedback laser in the optical 
range for atomic emitters has been proposed by Kogelnik 
and Sank9 (KS) and was extended later on to the x-ray 
range. :o. i i The feedback mechat1ism ts supplied by multiple 
Bragg reflections from periodic perturbations of the crystal
line refractive index. Some advantages in using distributed 
feedback (DFB) include the intrinsic compactness and high 
degree of spectral selectivity available without the need for 
cavity mirrors.9-· 11 Our purpose here is to apply DFB tech
niques to significantly reduce the spatial gain requirements 
in projected coherent x-rny channeling experiments. 

The use of DFB x-ray lasers in channeled relativistic 
beam systems d iffers in two respects from atomic DFB la
sers. First, the radiation in the forward direction emitted by 
the relativistic beam is Doppler up-shifted to the x-ray range, 
while the backward reflected radiation is Doppler down
shifted relative to the beam. Thus, amplification occurs only 
in the beam direction, leaving an asymmetric x-ray intensity 
distribution. This feature represents the main difference 

•>Present address: Sissa, Strada Costiera l l, Trieste, Hilly. 

between our channeling DFB analysis and the atomic cou
pled wave theory of DFB lasers by SK. 9 Second, the channel
ing DFB has a significant advantage in radiation tunability. 
By adjusting the electron beam energy, the Doppler up-shift
ed radiation can be tuned with high precision ( ::;:; I%) onto a 
line in the DFB mode spectrum near the Bragg reflection 
frequency. 

We begin by characterizing the set of channeling trans
verse eigenstates as a two-level system with states [ 1 > and 
j2>, Wand IUu<J = €2 - € 1 are the population and energy dif
ferences, respectively. The directions of beam channeling 
and Bragg reflections are taken in the z direction. The ele.:>
tric E and polarization P fields are taken in the transverse x 
direction and are defined in terms of forward and backward 
traveling waves: 

E(z,t) =€~. (z,I)e ·i<•<• - zlc>+e_(z,t)e - ;.,cr+slc>+c.c., 

P(z,t} = p + (z,t )e - i1.>( 1 - >:le) + P- (z,t)e - iw (1 + z/c ) + c.c. ' 

where w is the electromagnetic wave frequency, c is the speed 
of light, € -r and p .,, are slowly varying complex amplitudes, 
and transverse fieid effects are not considered. The behavior 
of p -+:. is readily determined from a density matrix approach 
and obeys the Bloch cquation7

•
12

: 

a . a 
at P ~_ ,v-p. az --

=ill ± p ± -i(l+u!c)d2nbWe -t ln-rp _.._, (1) 

where vis the channeling electron speed in the z direction, d 
is the electric dipole moment e( ljx j2), n,, is the beam num
ber density, Ii is Pianck's constant, r is a phenomenological 
damping constant related to the channeling coherence 
length v/r, ~ .. = b) ( 1 +vi c) - (1)0 is a detuning frequen
cy, ar.d the factor !J/ c represents a magnetic dipoie interac
tion correction. 7 We note that A 4 = 0 defines the channel
ing resonance condition, giving a Doppler up-shifted 
frequency (JJ = (i}0/( l - vie) =2Yrd0 in the forward direc
tion (~ • ) and a reduced frequency <V = <V0 /( l +vie) 
=<v0 /2 in the backward direction ( 6. -· ). Typically ncu0 is a 
few electron volts in the laboratory frame so that for the 
relativistic factor r on the order of 20, fw; is on the order of 
several keV. 1n this range of energies, cu may be chosen to 
closely match the first order Bragg frequency <u8 =1ic/a, 
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where a is the periodic reflection plane spacing. Consequent
ly, the channeling electron energy may be tuned to satisfy the 
Bragg reflection condition and induce distributed feedback 
in the channeling crystal. 

Equation ( 1) must be supplemented by Maxwell's wave 
equation for the electric field: 

a
2 

E- _!_ az E= 41T !..(~P+cVXM+J), (2} 
& 2 c2 at 2 c2 at at 
where the polarization P and magnetization M = PXv/c 
are due to the beam electrons.7 ln Eq. (2) J is the crystal
induced current of the bound electrons. We approximate 
J = n,ev,, and (B /Bt)J = e2n,Elme, where the spatialiy 
modulated atomic electron density ne (z) = n11 cos(2«10 z/c) 
with n0 on the order of the crystal bound electron density 
provides coupling between the forward and backward prop
agating waves.9

·'
0 fo the slowly varying envelope approxi

mation Eq. (2) can be written as 

i a a 
--E +-£ 
c at J: - az ~ 

211i [ 2( 1 _ u\ =-cu +-lp:r 
CltJ c} 

Decoupling of Eqs. ( l) and ( 3) can be accomplished as 
follows. In the iimit of small coherence lengths u/f', i.e., 
r~ v[ (8 /oz}p -~ J/p J'., [(a 1anp -:; ]Ip T and Eq. ( i) sim
plifi.es: P ± =idnbW(dc-t./li)(l+vlc)/(iA ~ - f'). Near 
resonance, i.e., (u-2ycu0 and A t II'~ 1, giving 

P1-= -id 1n1>WE+(1-u/c)fzr. (4) 

In this limit tl_ ~cv, A ._~ rand in the case oflow gai.np _ 
can be ignored in Eq. ( 3). We now define the scalar gain 
g=21Twd~nbW/ficr, where d 1 =d(l-v!c). Substitut
ing Eq. ( 4) in Eq. ( 3) and redefining € "- as £ ,, 

Xexpf ± iz(wB - liJ)/cJ we obtain 

a 1 a ·~ . (S) + - € ± + - - € t + Iu€ ·i: + IKE "" = g :r £ .!-. , - az . c ar ·- .,.. 
where g+ =g, g_ =0, K=m10 e2/cm,,(o, and 8= (w8 
-r.u)/c. 

We now find steady-state solutions appropriate for the 
system at thresnold.9 Using Et-i. (5), 

!!_ €-i - (g+ - i8)€ 1- + iKL = 0, 
dz 

-~- -(g __ - f0)€ _+ fK€+= 0, 
dz 

(6) 

(7) 

whereg is identified as a thrcshol.d gain. To include radiation 
losses in Eqs. (6) and (7) g ;, -..g + -g1,,., whercg1.,5 is the 
radiation loss factor, and fo1:simp!icity is ignored in the foi
lowing. Notice that Eqs. (6) and (7) differ from the corre
sponding equations of KS due to the fact that beam electrons 
produce gain only in the forward direction. The anisotropy 
(g + :F g .. ) forces p __ to be negligibly small. 

The coupled wave Eqs. (6) and (7) describe the spatial 
variation of transmitted. and reflected wave amplitudes in a 
beam channeling DFB medium. For a slab of length L cen
tered at z = 0, the accompanying boundary conditions read: 
E + ( - L /2) = c (L /2) = 0 and no external radiation 
sources are assumed. The corresponding eigenvalue solu-
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tions to Eqs. ( 6) and (7) are found directly: 

e,. (z) = ~12 sinh[J. (z + L /2) J, 

€_(z) = ±~z12 sinh[A.(z-L/2)], (8) 

wherd = l (g/2 - i8) 2 + K-J 112 and the dispersion relation 
is 

(..i - g/2 + io) + (J.. + g/2 - io)e - w . = o. (9) 

The aliowed resonance frequencies <5 and threshold values g 
can be obtained from Eq. (9). A formal solution ofEq. (9) is 

.4 = ± iKsinh{..tL), (10) 

g/2-ib= +iKCOsh(l..L). (11) 

Equation ( !O) determines A for given Kand L. Substitution 
of A. into Eq. ( t 1) and equating real and imaginary parts 
yields the allowed /5 and g. 

Equations { 10} and ( 11) are transcendental equations 
requiring numericai solution in general.9 Approximate for
mulas can be obtained in the limit of strong reflections: 
(KL) 2> (gL) 2 +!and A.L ~ 1. Upon expanding Eq. ( 10) in 
this limit and using the expression for A. we find for the first 
resonance: 

!5~K, 

and the threshold gain condition g, is 

g, =6/i!-L 1
• 

(12) 

( i3) 

Typically K-1Tn<Je2/m..,c(J)8 is on the order of 5X 103 

cm - 1 in a number of crystaltine samples used in channeling 
studies, e.g., silicon, diamond, where n0 is approximately the 
crystal bound electron density. For L-0. l cm, then g, 
= 2 x 10 - 4 cm -· 1 and low threshold vaiues can be obtained 

in beam channeled DFB techniques. For the case the gain g 
is larger than the threshold gain g, the radiation fields e ± 

increase with time as exp l (g - g, )ct 12 J in the Hnear range. 
Thus an amplification factor (g - g, )ct /2-1 is obtained for 
a beam puise duration of 50 ns in L = 0. l cm for g- IO - 3 

cm - 1• This result should be compared to the gain gL-1 
obtained in a one passage amplification ( with no reflec
tions) , wherefore L = 0.1 cm, g ~ 10 cm -· 1

• In terms of beam 
current requirements the DFB mechanism in beam channel
ing has possible application in reducing current require
ments by many orders of magnitude. 

In the present treatment we have neglected radiation 
losses (g1"" ) • It is possible making use of Borman anomalous 
transmission 13 

•
16 that x-ra.y losses can be negligibly small. In 

an actual experiment the requirement of the Bragg condition 
would generate standing waves with nodes on the atomic 
sites, so that the condition for the Borman effect is fulfilled. 
Threshold conditions of the combined effects of the DFB 
mechanism and the Borman effect require further study. 

The authors acknowledge useful discussions with Pro
fossor Amnon Fisher. 
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